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Abstract 

The kink instability limits the performance of a 
potential linac-ring based electron-ion collider design. In 
this paper, we report on the simulation study of the kink 
instability using a self-consistent strong-strong beam-
beam model and benchmark these results with a strong-
weak model and an analytical model.  

INTRODUCTION 
An electron-ion collider (EIC) as the highest priority 

from the Nuclear Physics Office long range plan 
recommendation has been actively studied at both BNL 
and Jlab. The linac-ring collider is an important option for 
the EIC design due to the fact that it can produce higher 
luminosity than the ring-ring based collider [1]. However, 
the beam-beam effect between the electron beam and the 
proton/ion beam significantly limits the final collider 
performance. Besides causing the electron beam 
mismatch at the interaction point and transverse phase 
space distortion, it also causes the proton/ion beam 
unstable and emittance blow up through the so-called kink 
instability [2-3]. Here, the kink instability is similar to the 
conventional wakefield head-tail instability except that 
the wakefield in the kink instability is from the electron 
beam-beam force excited by the small offset of the proton 
beam. Such an instability limits final luminosity of the 
linac-ring collider.  

 
COMPUTATIONAL SETUP 

All self-consistent simulations presented in this study 
were done using a strong-strong collision model 
implemented in the code BeamBeam3D [4]. The 
BeamBeam3D is a parallel three-dimensional particle-in-
cell code to model beam-beam effect in high-energy 
colliders. This code includes a self-consistent calculation 
of the electromagnetic forces (beam-beam forces) from 
two colliding beams (i.e. strong-strong modeling), a linear 
transfer map model for beam transport between collision 
points, a stochastic map to treat radiation damping, 
quantum excitation, an arbitrary orbit separation model, 
and a single one-turn map to account for chromaticity 
effects. Here, the beam-beam forces are calculated by 
solving the Poisson equation using an FFT-based 
algorithm. The longitudinal bunch length effect is 
included using multiple slices during the beam-beam 
interaction. This makes it suitable to study the kink 
instability, which depends on the bunch length of the 
colliding beams. It can also handle multiple bunch 
collisions at multiple interaction points (IPs), and various 

beam-beam compensation schemes. The parallel 
implementation is done using a particle-field 
decomposition method to achieve a good load balance. It 
has been applied to studies of the beam-beam effect at a 
number of high energy colliders such as RHIC, Tevatron, 
LHC, and KEK-B [5-8]. 
    The parameters used in this study are given in the 
following table. Here, the electron bunch length is much 
shorter than the proton bunch length. It collides once with 
the proton beam, and a new electron beam is generated 
from the linac at the interaction point every turn while the 
proton beam circulating around one of the RHIC rings 
following a one-turn transfer map and comes back to 
collide with the electron beam again and again. As the 
electron bunch length is much shorter than the proton 
bunch, it undergoes the proton bunch subject to the strong 
beam-beam forces from the proton beam. Before carrying 
out detailed physics study, we checked the convergence of 
relevant physics with respect to the choice of the 
numerical parameters, especially the number of 
longitudinal slices for each beam. Figure 1 shows the 
electron beam emittances after one collision as a function 
of the number of slices for the proton beam using 4 and 8 
slices for the electron beam. It is appears that 4 slices for 
the electron beam will be sufficient while 160 slices are 
needed for the proton beam. The macroparticle for each 
beam used in the simulation is about 1 million. 
 

Table 1: Physical Parameters Used in the Simulations 

Parameter  E                   P 
N (1011) 0.07                3 
εn [μm]  23                   0.2 
β* [cm]  5                     5 

Qx                         0.685  
Qy                         0.675  
Qz                         0.004  

bunch length [cm]  0.4                  5 
Energy [GeV)  15.9                250  

beam-beam param. 2.9                  0.004 

 

 ___________________________________________  
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Figure 1: Electron beam emittances after a collision with 
the proton beam as a function of the number of slices used 
for proton bunch in the simulation with four (red) and 
eight (green) slices for the electron bunch. 

 
SIMULATION RESULTS 

 
We first check the electron beam evolution during the 

collision with the proton beam. Due to the opposite 
charge of two colliding beams, the electron beam inside 
the proton beam will be focused by the beam-beam force 
from the proton beam. This effect is also called the pinch 
effect. Figure 2 shows the electron beam transverse rms 
effective emittance (half of the average value of Courant-
Snyder invariant of all macroparticles) and rms geometric 
emittance as a function slice number across the proton 
beam. The bottom plot is from the self-consistent strong 
strong simulation while the top plot is from a two pass 
weak-strong model, EPIC [9]. It is seen that both models 
agree with each other quite well. The electron undergoes 
betatron oscillation inside the proton beam and the 
transverse emittance oscillates inside the proton beam. 
The rms geometry emittance after collision increases by 
about 50% while the effective emittance growth increases 
by more than 100%. This large effective emittance growth 
is due the mismatch caused by the linear beam-beam 
forces. Figure 3 shows the electron beam transverse phase 
space after the colliding with the proton beam. The 
bottom plot is from the self-consistent simulation while 
the top plot is from the two pass weak-strong simulation. 
A large tail is seen in the electron beam transverse phase 
space after the collision from both models. This large tail 
is due to the strong nonlinear beam-beam force from the 
proton beam. Such a large amplitude tail should be 
carefully handled in order to avoid particle losses after the 
collision, in the process of energy recovery through 
several recirculation passes.  

 

  
Figure 2: Electron beam rms effective emittance and 
geometric emittance as a function longitudinal positions. 
The top plot is from the EPIC simulation, and the bottom 
plot is from the BeamBeam3D simulation.  

 
Figure 3: Electron beam transverse phase space after 
collision from the EPIC simulation and from the 
BeamBeam3D simulation (bottom).  

 
The kink instability is caused by the collective motion 

of electron beam inside the ion beam. A small 
imperfection from the head of the ion beam will be 
amplified and pass through the rest of the beam in the 
instability. The threshold of the instability can be 
analytically calculated using a 2-particle model or a multi-
particle model [3]. Figure 4 shows the threshold of the 
kink instability as a function electron disruption parameter 
from the 2-particle model (red), the multi-particle model 
(blue), and four strong-strong simulations (purple 
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diamond). Here, two simulations are in the unstable 
regime while the other two are in the stable regime. 
Figure 5 shows the emittance evolution of the proton 
beam from these four simulations. It is seen that when 
electron disruption parameter increases and moves into 
the unstable regime, significant emittance growth is 
observed. Outside the unstable regime, the proton beam 
shows little emittance growth.   

 
Figure 4: The threshold of kink instability as a function 
electron disruption parameter from the 2-particle model 
(red), the multi-particle model (blue), and simulations 
(purple diamond). 

It is well known that the head tail instability can be 
damped by the Landau damping with machine 
chromaticity. Figure 6 shows the proton beam emittance  

 

 
Figure 5: The proton beam emittance evolution with four 
electron disruption parameters. 

 

 
Figure 6: The proton beam emittance evolution with 
different chromaticities. 
 
evolution with three machine linear chromaticities (0, 2, 
and 5). It is seen that with the increase of the 
chromaticity, the maximum growth of the proton beam 
decreases. However, using only the chromaticity is not 
sufficient to suppress the kink instability (without using 

too large chromaticity). A feedback system is needed to 
effectively suppress this instability. Figure 7 shows the 
proton beam emittance evolution with different 
bandwidth. It is seen that the feedback system should 
have a sufficient large bandwidth (>=500 MHz) in order 
to suppress the instability. Figure 8 shows the proton 
beam emittance evolution with different feedback gains. 
The gain factor greater than 0.05 is needed in order to 
suppress the instability in the current design. 

CONCLUSIONS 
  In summary, in this paper, we studied the kink 

instability using a self-consistent strong-strong beam-
beam simulation model. The electron beam emittance and 
transverse phase space after the collision from the strong-
strong simulation and from the strong-weak model agrees 
with each other quite good. The strong-strong simulation 
results also agree well with the analytical model about the 
instability threshold. Using the strong-strong simulation, 
we also checked the effects from the machine 
chromaticity and found that the modest machine 
chromaticity is not sufficient to suppress the instability. A 
feedback system with appropriate bandwidth and gain is 
needed in order to suppress the kink instability for the 
current linac-ring design. 

 
 

 
Figure 7: The proton beam emittance evolution with 
different feedback bandwidths. 

 

 
 

Figure 8: The proton beam emittance evolution with 
different feedback gains.  
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